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 Peacemaking Monument of 20th century 

  Peacemaking Center of our days 
 

           

 
BROD MIRA, THE SHIP OF PEACE, the synonym for motor ship „Galeb“ – 

which entered into history by its Peacemaking voyages to Greece, 

Cyprus, Egypt, Burma, India, Indonesia, Morocco, Ghana, … other 

countries of so called Third world,  but also visited  Great Britain… 

 

 

 

Is it still possible in our world, that we will have peace everywhere ? 

Peace  which is enabling to each of us to live own age in realization of 

friendship, love,  humanity ! 
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P/S  „G A L E B '',  THE SYMBOL OF PEACE   - WHAT IS ITS DESTINY ? 

 

 

Rijeka – the bigest  merchant port of Yugoslavia. M/s „Galeb“ today. Each 
particular day is producing more rust on its steel body…  
 

THERE STILL EXISTS, IN THIS WORLD, THE UNIQUE OF THE KIND, THE SHIP - 

MONUMENT, the living history from these times of cold war, which in its hearth 

harboured a lot of positive movements of humanity. 
 

Y/s „G A L E B“ - ON THE VOYAGES TO MANY COUNTRIES HAS BEEN PROMOTING PEACE 

FOR, AND FRATERNITY OF ALL THE PEOPLE ON THE EARTH 

 

 

Y/s „GALEB“ , simple name, „Sea-gull“, and not that big ship – The ideas of 
peace and fraternity which were promoted with its voyages,  among the 
people of  the world, in tenths of years after the Second world war,  were 
but much significant and enormous  
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COULD RESTORATION OF MEMORY-SHIP, P/s „GALEB“  AS PEACE-CENTER  REVIVE, 

OR,  COULD  IT BE CONSIDERABLE PUSH IN REVIVING THE NON-ALIGNED 

MOVEMENT ? 

 

  
Presidents of Egypt, Yugoslavia and India, Gamal Abdel Nasser, Josip 
Broz Tito and Jawaharlal Nehru, the leaders of principal countries of 
Non-Aligned Movement  which was initiated in capital of Yugoslavia, 
Belgrade 1961. 

 
DOES IT EVER EXISTED SOMETHING SIMILARLY IN THIS WORLD ? 

The Community of six Republics in development of socialistic, self-ruling society ?  

Building up country, well known Yugoslavia, in peacefull co-existence, GROUND 

FOR COMMON LIFE OF seven NATIONALITIES was laid down during bleeding of their 
people, carring out self- sacrificing battles against fascistic armies. 
 

 
Ground for federation of six Republics and 
seven nationalities was established in Jajce 
29th Novmber 1943. 
In course of further events, people of seven Nationalites, in free choice, decided to live together. 

 

 Josip Broz Tito – Leader of partizan 
armies which brought freedom from 
nazism-fascism to Yugoslav people 
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FIGHTING AGAINST OCCUPIER,  PEOPLE WAS STRENGTHENING ITS OWN GREAT 

IDEAL : FRATERNITY AND UNITY 

              
J.Broz Tito wounded     Drvar, Command in chief    Partizans'leaders among battles       Unified in N.O.B. (P.l.w.) 

IDEALS REALISED IN YUGOSLAVIA TO SERVE AS MODELS but not for  
historians only -  still more important : as models for nowdays and future socio-politic 
workers: Raising up rapidly as industry so the agriculture, in years upon repairing 
damages caused by nazi-fascistic war, how it was possible ? Does it has something with 
the trust in fraternity and unity of Yugoslav nations ? „Čuvajte bratstvo i jedinstvo kao 
zjenicu oka svoga“ were very well known and often repeated Tito's words.(„ Keep the 
brotherhood and unity as the pupil of your eye“) 
Isn't it that praiseworthy way on which lived in peace people of six republics and 

seven nations ?! 

Hasn't it been good life for workers in the country in which many generations 

were working in many enterprises producing all types of products, in our 

Yugoslavia ? 

Building up socialistic system, under ruling of Communist party, there were 
developed, in 2nd half of 20thcentury, a lot of human and material values - within 
community of fraternal nations :  

   

Are we still well remember the Blue 
train in which Tito frequently 
travelled within Yugoslavia and to 
neighborhood ? 

How many factories were started 
in time of Yugoslavia ?! How 
many our merchant ships were 
sailed for Yugoslavia and for the 
world ? 

Though industrialization of 
the country was primary task, 
neither agriculture was 
neglected. 

 

- How many schools and universities were established ?! 

- How many factories were constructed and produced goods ?! 

- How many hydro and other power plants were constructed ?! 

- How many new homes were built up ? ! – beside private houses, all these 

apartments which have been delivered at basis of the lists in each of 

thousands enterprises in each part of Yugoslavia – in which lists could, on 

equal footing, apply each employee, which workers in its turn represented 

the integrity of working capable inhabitants…!... 
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WITH Y/s “GALEB” IN PEACE MISSIONS – THE FIRST VOYAGE IN VISIT TO KINGDOM 
OF GREAT BRITAIN  - THE RECOGNITION OF FRIENDSHIP AMONG EASTERN AND 
WESTERN POWERS 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The voyage to Great Britain confirmed that the policy of peaceful co-existence 

meant fraternization among all the people of our earth, in the meanwhile the 

expression – Third world- concerned to the way of independence, opposing to the 

cold-war policy of two world's Blocks. 

 

 

After reconstruction in Yugoslav shipyard,  not wasting time, set to Peace 
voyages to many countries,  promoting good will and peaceful co-
existence among people 

 

Young Queen of Great Britain, Elizabeth II, entertained President of 
Federative Peoples Republic of Yugoslavia  - Josip Broz Tito 
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ON BOARD OF PEACE SHIP „GALEB“  President TITO have been undertaking sea 

voyages in order to make good relations among the countries of the Third world, 

within independent countries, still firmer. 

 

 

 

T/s “GALEB” in the biggest Yugoslav port Rijeka – 
Celebration in the town – Tito is prompting to the 
new Peace-voyage.  

In tropical waters – P/s “GALEB” navigating likely 
in Irrawaddy river – Not that big ship at  
realization of great task – Peace promotion 

 

WEALTH OF VOYAGES OF P/S “GALEB”  WITH TITO  –  PROMOTING PEACE 

    With the beginning in March 1953, when sailed on Y/s “Galeb” for the first 
time and visited Great Britain, Tito has been on “GALEB” carried out 14 voyages in 
total, visiting 18 countries on three continents - Europe, Asia and Africa. Visited 

29 ports,  some of them repeatedly. P/s “GALEB”  on all these voyages sailed across 
85.000 nautical miles, in total duration of  478 days.  

In the ongoing of these Peace-voyages, on board of Peace ship “GALEB”  many 

talks took place among Tito and a lot of statesmen and diplomatic 

representatives of eighteen non-aligned but of aligned countries too– here just 

to remember  the most important:  

Prime minister of Great Britain Winston Churchill, Royal couple of Greece, 

Paul  and Frederica,  the Emperor of Ethiopia Haile Selassie, the King of 

Marocco  Hasan II., and also the president of SSSR Nikita Khrushchev. 

The presidents of Non-aligned countries:  Gamal Abdel Nasser, Jawaharlal 

Nehru, Ahmed Sukarno, general Ibrahim Abboud, Kwame Nkrumah, Albert 

Tabnen, Habib Bourguiba, Sirimavo Bandaranaike, U Nu, Ne Vin, Modivo Keita, 

Sekou Toure, archbishopMakarios. Beside statesmen, on board of P/s “GALEB” 
Tito had talks with numerous world famous scientists, artists and high military 
personnel as well. 
 

 

 

 

 

Alexandria.pdf
     

Nasser to Galeb.pdf
     

Casablanca.pdf
         

With Sukarno.pdf
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HAVE WE STILL ALWAYS NECESSITY TO LIVE THE COMMON WORTHS AS 

FRATERNITY AND UNITY ? 

 

 

 

                                     

In schools, offices…        … generations have learned about unity            The Chief commander 

Ports…Drug Tito ,                        The flag with Republic's armour 

President of SFRJ 

                    

          The flag of Socialistic Federative Republic Yugoslavia 

 

AGAINST OPPRESSIONS AND COLONIALISM – BY MOVEMENT OF INDEPENDENCE 

– THE BALANCE IN THE WORLD POLARISED BY COLD-WAR ANTAGONISMS 

     

Tito and president of Ghana  Kwame Nkrumah       … with president of Cuba  Fidel Castro 

 

CAN WE BE ENOUGH BRAVE to, if not preserve in us the possibility to live the 

common worths as fraternity and unity, than at least to preserve the objects and 

images which will always boost us to live the positiveness.  

 

… To intend to the proper worths, always against the forces of evil! 
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ISN’T TODAY’S WORLD CRYING AFTER AN POWERFUL PEACEMAKER, of whatever 

provenience  or organization he would be, the bold man which will promote peaceful 

solutions as the only worthy relations among the people on our globe.  

Is it heritage  of Peace-Ship “Galeb”, which ought be Ship –Museum, continuer of 

peacemaking way? Centre “Galeb” would support programs from whole the world, which 

programs will demonstrate that earning money is much more economical when deserved 

of products necessary to support the life of living beings, than it is money earned by 

killing of living beings. 

…Or, does the rust yielding space for our own weaknesses,  for resignation of own ideology ,  
for decadence of our common destiny ? … ! …  For the future of all these human beings which, 
by its honest work bear improvements of the world, on their shoulders… 

 

AND BECAUSE THE PEACE IS NEEDFUL TO EACH HUMAN BEING, VERY OFTEN  

T/S “GALEB” HAS BEEN UNDERTAKEN VOYAGE OF THE PEACE MISSION 

 

  
Top view on one among two 
ship’s engines. Giving good 
power to the worthy Ship 

During Peace mission – 
Propulsion of steel and iron 
can be refreshed – How about 

man-propulsion ? 

Details in one of Engine-rooms.  
Are positive people again 

hearing the tact-stroking of 

“GALEB”-’s engines ? 
        

 

 

Lining and furniture made of natutal wood – 
High estetic level 

Large bed and great lockers – all in wood, 
even the heating radiator – Beauty in 
simplicity 

       

Does harmonious interior of the living spaces reflect the harmony of men’s interior,  
or does this second caused the first ? 
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WE HAVEN'T SEEN ROOMS ON P/S „GALEB“ DURING ITS PEACEMAKING VOYAGES – 

GREAT THING IS THAT WE WILL BE ABLE TO SEE THESE ROOMS FULL OF MUSEUM 

VISITORS 

 

 

Can we image all  these interiors on P/s “GALEB” 
when there were full of ship’s personnel ? 

The biggest room on T/s “GALEB” – Meeting room 
There were brave man sitting here – Will they  be 

again here?! 

     

IS THIS WORLD NOWDAYS MUCH MISSING PEACE ? AND PEACEMAKERS ? 

Yes,there are such leaders, but how many and how strong is their human 

character? 

What Yugoslav leader Josip Broz Tito represented for our world respectively ? 

      

Sir W. Churchill and J. Broz Tito      Tito, Jovanka and Indira Ghandi   Presidents Tito and J.F. Kennedy 
March 1953 

     
P/s „GALEB“ –The Peace is navigating in beuty       What an weaknes of spirit can produce … ? … 
 

Our generations which experienced the wealth of life in Yugoslavia in years among 
1945 and 1990,  yes we much experienced an common wealth, may easily understand 
what was in fundamental element enabling such wealth – no dout, the power, huge 
energy was drawn out from the unity of people from Slovenia to Macedonia – with no 
separatism but with common realization of culture and production of goods which were, 
in particular when observed from today's point of view, - amazing.  
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OH, WHO WOULD BE MORE FORTUNATE THAN WE, if only we were adhered to the words 

of Josip Broz Tito : - Čuvajte bratstvo i jedinstvo kao zjenicu oka svoga !– Keep fraternity and 

unity as the pupil of your eye ! Or to the words of Jesus : - Love thy neighbor as youself ! ,  
and than also: - Return sword back to scabbard, because who is using sword, that one is 

perishing of sward ! 
Already pupils in the first school classes were learned about power of unity – so freshly in front 
of my eyes the words of my comrade-teacher : - Take seven branches together – Can you brake 
them ?  - No ! Take now one branch out of stack - can you brake it ? Yes ! How simple image of 
rather thoughtful term : Unity ! 

…Then the bird grew strength from a man who was strong. And soon spread it's wings and it burst into song…some 
lirics which I have found rummaging in old paper loaded into our Vessel in Hong Kong – I was proud sailing on 
new merchant liner named „Nehaj“ running from Adriatic to the Midle and Far East. – I was simply  bursting into 
song. But in darkness of nineties, songs were exchanged with crying … how was that possible ?! – Wasnt it the 
way how to distroy much prosperous, in any respect country–model Yugoslavia ? -   exercising things just 

the oppositely than we were learnt in first school classes – to undermine our unity !  

 

       
P. of SSSR Nikita Khruschev ,  Tito     P. of Cyprus Makarios,  Tito     Hua Kuo-feng and Tito, Belgrade  
                    1978 

THERE EXISTS, IN MY NATIVE TOWN RIJEKA, STILL FLOATING ON THE SEA-

WATER, on the sea which is connecting Him with whole the world, by Its 

significance gigantic Monument,  first of all, Memorial to great feats realized in the 

second half of 20th century. Does it represent, P/s “GALEB” , one great Symbol, one 

great Monument to times of great welfare for humanity, in which Yugoslavia has 

realized great participation and leading power in the Movement of nonaligned 

countries, in the period of high risk because of world’s polarization !(?) 

 

Inside Peace ship “GALEB” there are places for many 
peacemakers. Peace promoters have been here ! 

 -They will be here again ! 
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FRIENDS REGARDLESS OF DIFFERENT SOCIAL PROVENIENCE 

 

 

 

Considering general appearance, this photo should be 
recorded in USA – or perhaps John F. Kennedy visited 
Yugoslavia… ? … 

Friendly talks. Friends regardless of 
different social provenience. Both 
dead. Are their deaths indicating to us 
about differences in men’s behavior ? 

       

WHEN VIEWING WORLD’S STREAM OF DICTATE OF INTELLECT AND HEARTH… Oh, 

see.. ! alas … but the dictate of capital, dictate of money raised upon our reasons 

and hearths, shall we, with mortification, accept rusting  of this peculiar Ship, still 

living Symbol of much rare and specific country –, Socialistic Federative People’s 

Republic of Yugoslavia ?  Has it been an eminent country at the end of passed 

millennium ?  Shall we accept decaying of the Ship “GALEB” – which has always 

been experienced as the  Ship of peace  –  the Ship on board which president Tito 

traveled to Greece, Cyprus, Morocco, Ghana, Egypt, India, Burma, Indonesia.. to the 

other friendly countries of Africa, Near East,…  and already on the first voyage 

president Tito paid the courteous  visit to the Queen of Great Britain. .  . The Ship 

of Peace - an effective mover in developing the Non-Aligned Movement. Who 

would not want that such an Ship, today already with much corrosion, which,  is it 

not, has been caused by erosion of human characters…?, has future !  

Isn’t it now indispensable that this Ship appears  as a place of emission of Peace 

and happiness, at least for  Its visitors – in recalling images of ascendant, 

flourishing life in Socialistic Federative People’s Republic of Yugoslavia, one 

among winners against Nazism in the Second world war – for the memory to all 

these welfares interweaved about and through symbols incorporated in P/s 

“GALEB” during Its active age… ?...! For the memory to the participants in anti-

colonial movement… For the memory to great Peace movement for which today’s 

world is more and more thirsty… 

AND TODAY… ? … is it inconceivable that such an Memorial, precious treasury of 

symbols which characterized much positive ascent of humanity in recent history – 

could be left to the mercy or non-merci of the cruel surrounding world ?! 

… is it admissible for such one ship, known as Peace ship “GALEB”, on board of 

which legendary commander of anti-fascistic army in the Second world war, who 

continued to be leader in peaceful period of federation of six Republics, unified in 

Federative People’s Republic of Yugoslavia, later developed in Socialistic 

Federative Republic of Yugoslavia, Josip Broz Tito, traveled to many of 

independent countries, but also to  the western ones, . . . to be neglected…?... 
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TODAY SUCH AN SHIP IS CORRODING, EACH DAY MORE, after twenty five years of  

debility of surrounding people, who could not find any power within for 

settlement of the ship in a way to be protected from further rusting -   

…and to make this Memorial represents the Point on which men, from any part of 

the world, might learn the history, and in this peculiar place to keep refreshing  

memory of that rare flash in history of humankind - and a place of work for  

bringing Peace to the turbulent currents of today. 

… there was a Man sailing over many seas, on a Ship of Peace, supporting necessity 

of Peace, disseminating the idea of Fraternity, strengthening Unity, of...  all those 

ideas forged in the flames of tragedies  of people during the war … ! … 
COWBOYS – ALSO IN 21st CENTURY ARE STILL RIDING 
OH, HOW EASIER WOULD BE FOR THIS WORLD, wouldn't it, how much easier would it 
breathe, if there wouldn't be bad Papa which is still keeping right to make order in houses of 
other people, their communities and even among persons ! 
Wouldn't the world, untill it is not undertaking all peaceful means to recover bad Papa 
from a swoon, untill each of us is remaining vague or sometimes coward or even poltroon, shall 
we not remain hostages of our own behaviour, which in turn reflecting to behaviour of our bad 
Papa ? – such Papa whose mental-complex is in good part established, in respect of solving life's 
questions, in the time of heroic cowboyism, consequently to solve the matters by mean of colts, 
shooting, intruding own will by rough force – on the way of short conduct. And viewing this 
world – may it be more brutal ? – Instead of appreciating each human being, instead of 
respecting the freedom of each particular man, or each people's free-willing progress,  and 
appreciating the way of life in each particular nation, what is considered as democracy, should it 
be used the governing law of – not the the law of the better one but the law of better armed – not 
by conception but by arms ? 
By short handling ! May it be more abominable ? while advocating democracy … Pharisees, !!,  … 
Whenever is something or somebody not complying with my own will, my way is known – use 
revolver, possible also a gun, rocket, just get rid off a men or movement which appears as 
disadvantegous… If Red Indians had on their native land, at the begining,  their archery, lances, ah, who, 
for god's sake gave them guns, much more perilous arms which are killing swiftly ?  Haven't that done men 
which, because of their colt mentality – had need to have an enemy . Who was than killing them, forcing 
them off their native land… Indians were forced in reservations, as they were not human beings… striped 
them from their life in freedom in natural spaciousness… 
TV to all the world, 10th september 2015 : At television is going on documentary film about Laos. The 
country is offering real paradise for archeologists, for antropologists – that people is still today living its 
own simple life, in the harmony with nature. The people rather talk about everyday events than about 
painful history from the time of Vietnam's war, when their country was filling up with bombs – By whom ? 
What for ? Shall the world ever know – why ?! Based on real rights ?! -from which ground genocide in 
Vietnam ! …  Isn't it black part of world newest scene ?  The philosofy of colt, killing, would it be 

continuing to administer justice of our everyday life still further in 21st century ?! 

After six republics, which have been raising together, unified in well known to whole the 

world – Yugoslavia, were forced by external forces to such an degrre that it  caused 

fratricidal war,  it was achieved long planned and directed target:  separating bundle of 

six fraternal Republic, to the independent sticks. Consequences quite predictable: After 

breaking the highest value in people, brotherhood, today these nations are experiencing 

the consequences of the collapse of own solid and their Master's principles - and troubles 

in all aspects became a part of our everydays life. Why we betrayed the One who said, 

“Peace I leave with you, my Peace I give you”. ?! 

 

The fate of misery which took place in each of six disunited Republic, has not 

bypassed neither the very Peace-symbol, P/s Galeb being in great respect 

important for this world.  
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LIFE IN YUGOSLAVIA much differed from today’s life in six indigent Republics. 

Today, in small Republics we are living our bitter days! Today, doesn’t it, corrode, decays 
men dignity in unscrupulous, heartless jaws, because of its only motive-machine - 
money ! But that forced ideal, money, what does it mean for our humanity, for our 

religion – Christianity or whatever else? 

IS IT TRUE THAT NOWDAYS, THE MONUMENTS to worlds revolutions and 
revolutionaries – are destroying ? - Monuments to those who realised and who were 
worked to realize welfare to the workers. And monuments to those who realised good 
life for working people. 
DYING !  -  THE SHIP OF PEACE !   -  WHILE EXPECTING VICTORY OF PEACEMAKERS ! 

Tenths of years is slowly dying, the proud of Yugoslav people, the promoter of 

peacemaking policy and therefore the honor of all independent countries, and much 

larger - … is that realy so ?… …what is going to be imposed to our souls… ?! …  

 -   M/s “GALEB” in Shipyard Viktor Lenac - Rijeka 

  
IN SUMMER OF YEAR  2011  WHEN P/s „GALEB“ was berthed at Molo longo, inside of 
breakwater of the Port of Rijeka, for SEVERAL DAYS IT WAS UTILIZED AS A MUSEUM. 
On board the Peace Ship, by exhibits and films there were offered to visitors breaths of 
amazing country, constituted and progressed under Tito's leadership – Yugoslavija. Or, 
to be more precise : Federative People's and later on Socialistic Federative Republic of 
Yugoslavija. And its active angagement in the Movement of nonaligned countries. 

Ne daj se Obi !  Don't give up ! 
     The Mayor of Rijeka, Mr.Sc.Vojko Obersnel is hearing  
      with interest the program of exhibition 
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REGARDLESS OF THE QUANTITY OF EVILS WHICH ARE SURROUNDING US,  will we 

believe that this peculiar case, the Ship of peace, Brod mira, P/s “GALEB”  will 

found a way and be, for the sake of our happiness, put on the voyage to its port of 

historic Monument  !?  –   believe that Ship will find good men who will, with the 

thumb up,  give, first of all,  moral support – and there, where is the moral, there is 

the hearth, and in the man in whom there is the hearth and the soul, but also the 

reason, this is now good opportunity for realization of own pacifism -  in the way 

to offer concrete support for salvage the Ship “GALEB”. Its physical status to be 

preserved  from further decaying and to be restored in an real treasure of Memory 

of our history! 

 

The Ship-Owner’s representative, in the person of the Mayor of 
Rijeka municipality , Mr.Sc. Vojko Obersnel – Much enthusiastic 
with using T/s “GALEB” for the purpose of exhibition 

 

  Oby, we will vanquish forces of evil !! 

 

  

P/s “GALEB” berthed in, ex the biggest 
port on NE side of Adriatic – Rijeka. 
Decrepit but raised new hopes 

thanking to the Mayor of Rijeka 

Exhibition inside the great saloon of “GALEB”. 
Were visitors afraid to watch films on TV 
screens, remembering to the life in Yugoslavia 
? Or photographer came in wrong time ? Time 
shall explain it. 
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THE WORLD OF TOMORROW HAS WITHIN THE GREAT WEALTH 

   - ALREADY TODAY ! 

 

 

- Do you see Mrs. Biserka Perman, President of Association 

“Josip Broz Tito” ? 

- Isn’t it, beside her presence, still much more important 

that we have that great , amazing number of followers … ?  

 
 

 

 

In each of numerous rooms in “GALEB” , 
worthy organizers arranged exhibition 
showpieces  

Wealthy room, with wealthy 
reminiscences to the life in Yugoslavia 

 

 

       
Are there realy people…    … who w'd like to see It sunk?      A lot of people will be coming 
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WHAT IS THE FUTURE OF OUR CHILDREN AND OUR GRANDCHILDREN ? 

 

 

- May we guess that this was Tito’s and 
Jovanka’s bed ?  

- Likely !  

- May we guess about the future of todays young people ? Could they learn from  

lives of their granfathers ?    - Likely! 
The breath of prosperous time – May we pray today, - Lord give us back that time 
when each work-able man or woman in Yugoslavia was working – the time where was 
no substantial difference in  the standard of life among people – O Lord, bring us back to 
the time when over hundred sea-going Vessels, registered only in my native town 

Rijeka, disseminated through the world, the glory of sighnificant maritime country – 
Yugoslavia. Together with ship-building industry our country was on the very top in the 
maritime world…. And each of seven sea ports was a seat of merchant fleet… 
Today – no one marchant Vessel with home port Rijeka is sailing in this world. 

 
 

IN SUMMER OF 2013,  PEACE-SHIP “GALEB” REVIVED AGAIN – AT LEAST FOR 

VISITORS OF AN TWO-DAYS EXHIBITION   

 

Than it was one exhibition in the summer of 
year 2013. It has come again, but this time the 
organizers, being very young, had sense for 
apstract arts only. 

At this same berth, inside of Molo longo, the 

breakwater to port of Rijeka,  ideal place for 

exhibition – not far away of passengers 

terminal  –  Ideal place for Monument -

museum , Peace Center 
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THIS FURNITURE  - HOW BEAUTIFUL ! THE PEOPLE WHICH LIVED HERE DURING PEACE 

MISSIONS - STILL ALL ALIVE ? – NOT OF COURSE. ARE WE HAPPY PEOPLE THAT HAVE THE 

SHIP, REMINISCING TO BRAVE MEN AND THEIR GREAT EFFORTS TO MAKE THIS WORLD 

BETTER ?!  

 

Working part in one of many Ship’s cabins – 
Crew and officers had much comfort  

Though the quality of wooden furniture is of 
long life, it is not for ever – Partly water 
damaged, lower parts of door 

 
… TO BECAME LIGHTHOUSE, TO KEEP SHINING TO WHOLE OF THE WORLD… 

Will each of us offer help to great Symbol of healthy and wealthy times, reached by 
Yugoslav commonwelth,  in its half-century long history in 20th century, help that todays' 
similar movements will be supported by nowdays positive forces that wish well for this 
world!? To to contribute that many Peace symbols, condensed in Ship „Galeb“ ,  will be 

unified to became Monument-museum to remember whole the world :  How 

fraternity, unity and freedom could make solid fundament of the pacifistic world's 

advents and so that one as it was Yugoslavia and the Movement of non-aligned 
countries ! 

 

 

 

One of officers’ dining room Dining room with resting corner 
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- DO WE REALLY WANT THAT OUR HISTORY  BECOMES PALPABLE  ? 

       - Can we imagine immersion of the History from which present and future 

generations may learn how it is possible, how it was realized human welfare ? 

       -  Shall we really give up in fighting against forces of evil ? 

 

Furniture of natural wood – Guaranty for 
esthetic simplicity and long life 

One among cabins for officers’ conferences 

 

 

   
Sanitary cabin – Simple, 
functional, esthetic 

Double-bed crew members 
cabin 

Details inside cabin of crew 
members 

 
 
 

Haven't P/s „GALEB“ merited to became CENTER OF of EMISSION OF ALL THAT 

BRIGHTNESS WHICH FROM PEACE COMES?!  

…to future generation which Center will open possibility of consideration on the 

part of history to which Ship belongs, in which It realised Its voyages for fortifying 

Peace, and also the proper place for deliberation  about reparation of the ways in 

which is today running our world. …?! … 
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WOULD WE NOT TAKE STEPS TO REALIZE FREEDOM WITHIN US, WHO ELSE 

COULD PROTECT US FROM WRONG INFLUENCES ? 

 

When M/v „GALEB“  was in repair Shipyard V. Lenac, It has been protected by 

putting cement cover on top of the upper deck. 

 

                      

   Cement cover spread over uppermost deck -  View at the 
   stern  part 

What an cover contemporary people should require in order to be protected from 

the threatening of storms on the horizon… or still closer storms…    …already here 

… 

 

P/s „GALEB“ , ONCE WHEN BECOME  MEMORIAL,  PEACE CENTER, could it offer 

good support to each man in the incoming years of running 21st century, which 

man to chose respectively its own brave way,  the way of independency?  In the 

first point to remember the world that the only way to overcome te power of arms, 

to win against own bad forces in ourselves, is to adhere at the ideology of peace !  

Peace & Love as interceded by generations in sixties of passed century. Peace and 

Love as preached by our Teacher to the whole of humankind.   

 

ARE WE LUCKY THAT SUCH AN SHIP IS STILL EXISTING, though rust is dangerously  

attacking its hull, which Ship, as an unique symbol, has been progressing throug 

many world's seas, spreading ideas of peace and friendship from a country to each 

good-will country , from Europe to Far East… and not forgeting the West … – At 

taht time this Ship was not only the home of Josip Broz Tito, but wherever , in 

whatever part of the world It was berthed, It was home of positive ideas,  the home 

from which  were emanating peace , friendship and support to the working people 

of international community. 
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DARE WE ALLOW for reminiscences, simbolically  incorporated in the Ship 

„GALEB“, to be decomposed, to be abandoned to decay in the hearth of one of most 
beatiful sea on the globe ?  

                                     

  

 Have they been real peacemakers ? – Or just acting for an movie with  
 commercial background ? 
 
WILL THIS WORLD or, what is the same, EACH OF US, FOUND ENOUGH POWER, 

enough peace within, to stop the warriors? -  Isn’t is still deep in us the belief, that 

these people in the world, which are preserving principles of peace and freedom 

within, will have the power to participate common sharing of common interest – 

to reach the symbol of that  Peace which is laying in our hearths ?!  Yes, in my own 

hearth ! And more than symbol – to reach all that positivism which symbols are 

regularly emitting from it selves. 

 

BELONGING TO ALL THE PEOPLE OF GOOD WILL, to all good people of this world, 

and because Peace is forming a part of each human being, isn’t it that also P/s 

“GALEB” is belonging to all such pacific people – who are succeeding to keep the 

Peace within or who are fighting for Peace – on a peaceful way (?) !  

Following the exposed facts, doesn’t it exist belief that also the physical rescue of 

M/s “GALEB” will be not any big burden for all the participants or peace 

shareholders – the people of good will (?) ! 

With said, we already come on the first step – foundation of international Association 
“GALEB” , in which, for physical rescue of the Ship are investing, before all, the 
sympathizers of Tito, but also his ideological successors, before all the communists, 
socialists, or simply men which preserved within something of the ideology of humanity, 
in particular, peacemaker’s ideology. That means all these who are keeping also 

fighting for Peace - by peace  in their conceptions and life’s principles. 
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MAY IT BE NOW RECOMMENDED THAT TWO BIGGEST PEACEMAKING 
PARTIES of the world, undertake care of P/s “GALEB” ! (?) – The first PP, upon 
appointment of one or two persons to deal with “GALEB”, to proceed with 
opening earmarked bank account on which money exclusively for reparation 
and adaptation of P/s “GALEB” can be collected – this step to be followed by 
proper propaganda towards potential donators. 
Here is important that no significant peace-fighter be missed in respect of advise, because,  larger 
number of them, inter alia means smaller amount of money each ought donate for M/s “GALEB” ! Yet, 
and in this respect still much more important – Why not to give opportunity, this great chance to each 
good-willing peacemaker to realize himself in this great project?! 
Peacemaking, Socialistic, Labor parties of all the countries, which have not gave up to be thrown 
out of gauge by specter of capitalism, to be advised about previously exposed step. Also to them is 
recommended, in respect of propaganda, to do the same as two biggest Peacemaking parties in the 
world, but at the way that the donations are collected on one bank account only. 

In the second PP to be appointed a person who will take care on the matter of 
P/s”GALEB”,  collaborating with comrade in the first PP. 

   

 
T/s “GALEB” at breakwater –
Rijeka - View at central part 

Close view at sanitary part of 
officer’s cabin 

View through one of many 
underdeck corridors 

 
 

HOW DONATED MONEY  WILL BE TURNED INTO ACHIEVEMENT OF THE SET 
AIM ?  

Here to be repeated some much important reasons for converting the ship assaulted by rust, into 
Memorial ship of international importance:  

Ship “GALEB” has been, and ought for always remain the symbol of peace for whole the 

world. Does it not, people on our globe crave for Peace, every day more… ! … The Ship-

monument, is reminder to great historic battle which has been carried out in peace, by 

peace, for Peace !  

 

 

 
Stern view at the Veteran of peace-fighting – P/s 
“GALEB” in happy summer of 2013. 

 Teakwood on the deck – stronger 
than steel attacked by rust 
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By the first Peacemaking Party nominated  body of one or two persons, M/s “GALEB” 
should be sent to Shipyard “Viktor Lenac” at Rijeka. In this respect, the engaged person, 
having in mind the money on “GALEB” account, should negotiate with the repairing shipyard. 
This work can be supported by the Municipality of Rijeka. Of course, before said negotiations 
are terminated, they should check with colleagues in the second PP  whether the 
amount of money collected on earmarked bank account is the same one as evidenced 
by the second PP – namely, each donator, remitting his present to bank’s account, have to 
send written notice to the nominated persons of both, first and second PP about his, 
great action performed. And, donators are pleased to send copy of said advise to the 
present Owners of P/s GALEB- Grad Rijeka: kultura@rijeka.hr 

After bringing the ship’s physical condition in normal and well protected status, it 
should be necessary that first PP get connected with competent institution in Beograd as well 
as with organizers of recent exhibition on T/s “GALEB” in Rijeka in years 2011 and 2013, 
i.e.Rijeka Municipality, in order to make arrangements of software ’s  part inside the ship – 
materials which demonstrate all these  Peace-fighting voyages, about Movement of 
independent, non-aligned countries and many significant events in Socialistic Federative 
Republic Yugoslavia@ And certainly of that significant part which represents current struggle 
for Peace. 

All this with the ultimate aim of establishing a world Center of Peace. 

Stern/Starboard side view at “GALEB” – Isn’t 
it strange that in year 1948 its wreck was 
lifted up from sea bottom … 

Stern view at port side of T/s “GALEB” 
berthed at Rijeka  - Commercial port, basin 
Sušak 

,… in this same port of Rijeka… and was than adopted to become School-ship of Yugoslav 

navy... but today… what is going on with us!(?) ... 

 

WHERE SHOULD THIS HISTORIC SHIP - MEMORIAL AND PEACE CENTER TOOK PLACE after 

it will be ready for visitors?  In this respects there are appearing just two possibilities: 

a) In one of, or periodically in one by one, out of four ports of SFR Yugoslavia:             

Piran , Rijeka or Dubrovnik, Kotor, Beograd 

b) When enough money should be collected, to the happiness of all of peace promoter 

on the world, when amount would allow for the ship engines to be refreshed, P/s 

“GALEB” would continue its Peace voyages, … and… how joyfully would beat 

hearths of all peaceful men on the globe – since P/s “GALEB” could, by its Peace-

voyages donate to people at least a part of its reach history, visiting the countries 

of today’s world.  In duty of ship’s crew training of maritime personnel could be 

conducted, so as a School- ship too, would have even greater significance, 

including the  economic viability. 
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    WHEREVER THIS PEACE-SHIP “GALEB” WOULD BE IN THE FUTURE… 

 

…Wherever this Peace-ship “GALEB” would be in the future, there is only one 

thing which will take place, viewing todays and incoming generations, only one 

thing may happened:  The future destiny of P/s “GALEB” will demonstrate in 

which degree shall, each of us invited, adhere to own peaceful views and 

reasons, how consistent each of us will be in, defending within human values, 

or still better to say, defending God’s values – in the name of peaceful ground of 

the world, which ground is enabling us to live these days. 

  

 

 
Floor made of teakwood still resist against the 
tooth of many passing years – but steel ceiling 
is fairly attacked – Whose will be the victory: - 
Of spirit or of iron? 

Spacious saloons in P/s “GALEB” – adequate 

for future museum, conference room 

 

In the time when Tito’s Peace missions were anticipated…  several new  merchant ships 

were launched every year in Rijeka’s  shipyard. At the same time no new ship was ordered 

for Tito’s voyages – It was enough for him to adapt an originally built banana-carrier, 

which was torpedoed 1941, in Libyan waters, …and served the Nazis as minelayer ,… and 

damaged during bombardment of Rijeka by Royal Air forces, where sunken at the end of  

Second world war. 

 
WHEN, INSTEAD IN UNITY OF THE PEOPLE, united in six republics, men gave 
credence to self-sufficiency , as an freedom-make concept, that was it what for us have 
had character of the beginning of the end of our good life. That good life which took 
place in the unity of  people which were, regardless of nationality, living in peace and 
prosperity, in security for employment within workers’ self-governing  in which people 
have found their human dignity. .. wasn’t that ? 
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WITH ACTIVITIES OF EVIL FORCES, whether because such prosperous way of 
Yugoslavia at such an amazing development of the country, made them jealous or what 
?!,  , it was succeeded, of course by big planned forces, evils, with help of their 
marionettes, to carry out brain wash - by good concept of propaganda to establish in 
heads the belief that going alone shall bring up all that unrealized wishes which are 
napping in each of us !  
No, that was not suitable for outer destroyer of Yugoslavia, to use, in his pressures, the 
phrase breaking of unity, but, of course, much beloved word independency–which word 
intoxicated all the heads of these poor who were not comprehended the imposture.  
 

  

Rust details on central superstructure of 
Peace ship “GALEB” 

View at the stern of “GALEB” – Croatian flag 
on the flag-lance 

 
Ship „GALEB” building  of which began in Italy 1936 with purpose to carry  tropical fruits 

Soon at the beginning of Second world war, it was converted to war ship. 
In the year 1941 it was torpedoed in Libyan waters. The ship was towed in Trieste for repair. 
When Italy has withdrawn from fascism, the ship was undertaken by German army which used it 
as mine-layer. 
During bombardment of Port of Rijeka by Royal Air Forces in 1944 the ship was damaged and 
sunken. 
It was lifted up from sea bottom in 1948 and reconstructed in  school-ship of Yugoslav navy. 
In the years from 1953 to 1979 T/s “GALEB” was the floating residence of the president of 

Socialistic Federative Republic Yugoslavia,  and traveling home of Non-Aligned 

Movement. 
- On board of P/s “GALEB” Tito has undertaken 14 voyages and visited 18 countries. 
- When started war in Croatia, 1991, M/s „GALEB“ was towed to Crna Gora. 
- In the time of  fratricidal war the ship was bought by one Greek croesus which had an desire to 
convert it in luxury yacht. According to not examined information, a part of luxury equipment 
disappeared from the ship in that period. Than M/v “GALEB” was turned back to Rijeka where 
the majority of post-war time spent in repairing shipyard “Viktor Lenac”. 
 
The Rijeka Municipality has bought the ship „GALEB“ in year 2009, and soon it was 

proclaimed as cultural heritage of Republic Croatia. 

In summers of  years 2011 and 2013 while T/s “GALEB” was berthed inside breakwater of 
Rijeka port, on board ship were installed exhibitions, a couple of days each. The first one was 
devoted to Tito’s Peace voyages and his activities as one of leaders of Non-aligned movement.  
In year 2014 the Municipality of Rijeka officially and publicly invited tenders aimed to find 
interested, which should, under concession, arrange the ship as an museum… 
In the year 2016 Municipality of Rijeka is planning to realize said intention against 
project which is approved by EU. 
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Great son of Yugoslav people , Josip Broz Tito– through bettles for freedom from 
nazism, as partizan leader , suceeded to bring people of seven south slavenian nations  
into six republics of historic federation. Further, president Tito  worked, as Yugoslav 
leader ,  leading us in after war, peaceful period, through many years of successful 
building up the country – All the nations together, regardless of religious or 

language differences.   

 

Stern view at “GALEB”  - Berthed in basin 
Sušak of Rijeka Port – Place Sušak on the hill 

Closer view at the stern of “GALEB” – Details 
on hull and superstructure  

 

 
P/s “GALEB” at the everyday 
 sight of Rijeka citizens 

Basin Sušak of Port of Rijeka is 
in commercial port –P/s GALEB 

Ship GALEB, synonym for Peace – 

Shame on us indifferent man! 
 

IN THE TIME OF SOCIALISTIC FEDERATIVE  REPUBLIC OF YUGOSLAVIA, Republic of Croatia 
was among most developed Republic.  After fratricidal war imposed by outer planners, no 
intelectual elites or politicians were able or willing to collect a million of home or foreign 
currency to protect historic Ship „Galeb“ from erosion. Exception was made by Municipality of 
Rijeka, regret single protection of ship's body has not been sufficient. 
Money as such, was  the main obstacle ?  
 
IN MY TIME OF LIFE IN PROSPEROUS COUNTRY, YUGOSLAVIA, for 5 million dollars* (see also 

p.28),  an multipurpose vessel of 5.000  dwt cargo for generals/bulk / containers, was built in 
Shipyard in my Rijeka. Than,  five such sister vessels launched in total, sailed, and together with 
hundreds of other ships under home flag, carried cargo all over the world, with Yugoslav crews, 
and were nesting their golden egs into the Home country. 
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IS THIS WORLD, WHICH IN STORMY 20TH CENTURY EXPERIENCED MUCH  HUMAN SUFFERING AND 
DEATHS , COMPREHENDING that was lucky to see the state in which, after liberation of nazism-facism,  
various south Slavic nations, seven nationalities, were building up an common state – the state which was 

working on Peace promotion, fraternization between all nations, working to combat colonialism and to 
spread  peaceful coexistence among nations despite the Cold War division of the world. 

.    
Aft part of the Ship – No one to      View over long bow deck                   View from main deck of „GALEB“ 
stop agressive rust   covered with teakwood                       to Bazen Sušak, port of Rijeka    
     
WORLD WAS HEARTENED TO SEE, HOW BROTHERHOOD AND UNITY, regardless of  different churches or 

linguistic differences, contribute to people to live their progress, to improve their life standards, whereas the 
production, both in industry and agricultural, beside work in tourism were growing up, from year into year, so that 
with development of specific workers self-governing, Yugoslavia represented  great export potential, but not of 
material products only. 
Has it than been strange that the benifits which in such Community, Yugoslavia, were  realised by all employed, 
working capable inhabitants, consequently was experienced  by people of Africa, Near and Middle East, Indian 
subcontinent…  as well... since in these countries were arriving not only Yugoslav industrial products, but also experts 

of various professions, and in many countries the whole Yugoslav enterprises which were building whether ports as 
that one of Lattakia , infrastructure in Chalna... Yugoslav workers and enterprises were well know in countries from 
North Africa to Iraq, Russia,...  Own export cargo was shipped on board of own, great merchant navy, with many ship-
owing companies, by which, beside round the world known shipyards, Yugoslavija gained many maritime countries 
on the continent to which it belongs by its geo-position. 

 
View at a part of the stern 
superstructure – Nobody is taking 
care of the rust 

The Ship’s name on the stern – 
Watchman on board – Taking care 
of Peace ship… 

View at the part of mid 
superstructure – Excellent steel 
quality  resists  against corrosion  

How it happened, how it was possible that the proud country, Yugoslavia was broken ? Its adhering force, 
fraternity and unity, realised in prosperous country Yugoslavia !, … how it was possible to broke?  
Pretty simple : Due to large anti fraternal propaganda, where the media played much important help – from mass-
media there was shooting as in the war-fronts when on command fire, shooting is taking place out of all artillery 

weapons. Since,  before mutual killings between the brotherly peoples took place, mentioned media salvo lasted about 
two years! Is it than any wonder that most people were successfully captivated ?! Men charged with images of 
distorted truth about the world and their role in it. 
Wasn’t it that  weapon by which we become white and they all in the other republic were - black, at last mined  ours, 
Yugoslav unity?  
Haven't we, through all the time of fratricidal war, been listening words and questions of ordinary people from the 
Croatian villages and towns: - For years we lived together in good relationship, we and Serbs, and no one asked his 
neighbor where he was from, of which religion but we have each other helped when needed, we were good neighbors 

... Then, that day everything changed… But that day had its preparation of many days, months, years ... 
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WASN'T  THE CONCEPT OF  WE and THEY , applied in local conotations,  brought confusion in minds 
of people which lived in harmony and in every respect bilded up country – to waken up the old fancies – as 
to Croat blameful for all was Serb , and in the same time, just in the other Republic,  to Serb, blameful for all 

was  Croat... Of course, without pressures having its strong support in mas-media, such an disorder in 
heads of people wouldn't be possible, - but there existed additional parameters aimed to bring division 

among brothers  – wasn't in said respect much suitable certain doctor of sciencies of history, nurturing his 
mesians dreams working as the custos in one of many Yugoslav museums – who instantly, after outern 
signs and actions pushed from another side of Atlantic, felt a right moment to merge out of museum's 

shadow. 

The following photos of Peace ship „GALEB“ were taken in October 2015. With belief that these are 

the last one in such a shameful condition of Ship: 

Fore to aft view – Rusty hull and 
superstructures 

Superstructure – Who will 

protect us of spreading  rust 

within us ? 

One of the latest photos of 
“GALEB” – Rijeka, November 
2016. 
 

 

AT THAT WAY, WESTERN DESIGN OBTAINED SUPPORT IN HOME MESSIAH, which was all ground for 
deluding people, pushing them to think that  the love to homland may be realised without honest work- 

namely doctor messiah's main stroke- parol was: – Svoj na svome ( -Men on own ground) interweaved 
with images of the croatian future, in which honey and milk will flown… furter support to these old, 
nacionalistic ideas offered, were soonly animated wastrels from Legion of foringers, released prisoners, 

sellers of čevapčići and  waiters from each corner of the globe, from Canada to Australia dreaming their 
great day to come back in escaped Croatia .  Work on bluring people, in one of the most developed 

Yugoslav republic, that time was not hard –since at that light time, dark time,  there was not necessary to 

live of honest work, of producing material and cultural wealths… it was only necessary to get rid of 
culprits for all … 

Croatian diaspora, joined to all our deluded people, who, dreaming, if not own glory than a glorious future 
times, in smudged euphoria of patriotism, in realised war-decoration, for egz. by thousands of ready-made 
new soldiers' uniforms, without mental problems adhered to doctor's dreams, which doctor president not 

abstained from putting on white, large messian's lenta diagonally allover his black dress, …  neither of 
camouflage military suit, summing up footage of war on the ground of his dirty theater ...what all 

resulted with killing the black one … in my town Rijeka, and similary was throughout my Croatia,  at 

that time of deluded minds, on the trees , houses, there were set up notices : - White colon get out from 
Croatia !- .  Everybody, if not knew than felt that expression „White colon“ refers to Serbs. Disgusting ! 
 Are any traces of christianity still in us ?! Have we completely forgoten elementary doctrine of the 

faith, have we forgotten all what preached Teacher, priests …?!... 

 

Peers temporal, clintons, that great directors, bombarded in year 1999 strategic targets 

in remaining fortification, consisted of Serbia and Crna Gora, which still kept this proud 

name : Yugoslavia.  
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FOR TOO LONG JAILED IN NET OF EVILS, CONCEPTION OF PEACE IS EXPECTING 

LIBERATION THROUGH SUPPORT OF BRAVE MEN 

 

 
In year 2013  –  the same 

situation as in 1991 or in 2015 

– Our minds still arrested 

In 25 years of independence 

of Croatia, brave people 

succeeded to arrange two 

exhibitions on board “GALEB”  

Peace Ship “GALEB” – Though 

rusty, still open to great  

proofs, open to conscience of 

the whole peaceful world  

 

Closed mind of local people – What about world's community ? 

         

Motor-sailing , school-ship , “Kraljica mora” (“The Queen of the sea”) was recently built in 
Croatia – As the matter of facts,  schooling of seafarers in Croatia today is not necessary for 
the squalid number of home shipping companies, ships …  The value of school-ship at delivery 
was almost 5 million euro*(see also p.25) … Much more than enough to arrange M/s “GALEB” to 

become School-ship and floating Memorial, Peace-center at the same time 

 
ENOUGH WORTHY, ENOUGH STRONG, ENOUGH OPEN MINDED, DECISIVE… ?... 

 

… to take away iron net?  …which is surrounding  –  our 

mental and spiritual freedom ! 
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There were people on this world who preached Peace ! 

There was Jesus and other Teachers who preached Peace ! 

WHAT WE ARE GOING TO DO ? For us ourselves, for our Teacher ? 

      .  .  . 

A man do believe that P/s „GALEB“ will not live to see the second sinking since the 

first one was in the time of the Second world war. 

But, a man is lucky that a relatively few people in the world can understand Croatian, therefore the other people can 
not understand what an devils dreams could be realized for  our common Symbol of Peace : 

Nema interesa za Galeba.pdf
    … perhaps an wizard would come … we are waiting for him already 

twenty  five years … One hundered seasons passed in rusting of  - our hearts … ! … 

 

Potopimo ga.pdf
    No ! This will never happen ! There are still men on this earth ! 

 

WHAT IS THE LIFE HERITAGE LEFT TO US BY OUR PREDECESSORS?  

WILL WE TOW  IT, THIS WEALTHY HERITAGE,  AN FORWARD FOR REALIZATION 

OF PEACEFUL FUTURE ?!   

According to the well-known:  Historia est magistra vitae. 

 

   

  … On His way from  - ops!…,  to the Shipyard Viktor Lenac!  

WHILE WITNESSES OF  THE EVENTS-WEALTHY 20th CENTURY are every day less in 

number, are we really lucky that have inherited the strong Point in which  life-

worthy posts can be found ?! 
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… and thei took Him in towage . To be repaired and 

prompted for the future Peace missions ! 

 

Note on    …enough money should be collected, to the happiness of all of peace promoters.. 7in 

Arial were given technical particulars for the concrete way of conversion our spiritual status into 
realization of its great symbol – Symbol of Peace, P/s “Galeb” 

Note on chronological sequences: This short review of  T/s „GALEB“ , on which comrade Tito has 
performed many voyages in his skirmish for peace and peacefull co-operation among people of good will, 
was realised within intention it to be as an review with symbolic significance  only,  therefore 

chronological order was not relevant to be considered in precision.  

Note on this „Peace movement“ : … is it started in the character of a man(?), and, with God's help, will be 
completed for the benefit to all of the people on the earth  (!) – having in mind that a form should be never 
put ahead of the tenor, a man do deeply believe that on  the way of phisical arrangement of P/s „GALEB“ to 

become Memorial - Peace Center, never an excuse in formality shall be found –as the same would be an 
obstacle, since the Peace within us is here the final purpose. Of course, it is considered that official 
institutions in former Yugoslav Republics will adhere to said aim and consequently offer their entire 

support, recognized through results of particular  engagement in matters of primary operational but also 
of each other character.  
Why was not respected protocol, namely the restoration of P/s „GALEB“ to be carried out through 

regular institutions in the own country ? Because: 
 a) in twenty five years of everydays rusting of M/v „Galeb“ not a gap of time was now left for any official 
procedure !,  and sinkage was already announced, as threat. 

 b) Isn't  P/s „Galeb“ , with its significance, with its worth as the Symbol  for whole the world, 

belonging to each human being on the globe, of todays, but also of future life ?! 

 

Abbreviations: M/s – Memorial ship ; P/s – Peace ship ; T/s – Tito's ship  ; Y/s – Yugoslav ship  

Šb Jadran.pdf
And than, with the Peace within us, on our own way when will overcome 

all deceptions,  we will be sailing again on the wings of  a wonderful windjamer. 

 

     

        Rijeka, Republic day 2015 

 

 

A man  

…who in late sixties navigated with an quartermaster on M/s „Lovćen“, 
… quartermaster remembered when baked bread on M/v „GALEB“  … 
Božo Krpan told me how Tito was chating also with bakers… 
Shall we, at least try, to recall, at least the odour of that fresh bread…?... 

…yes, that one, of Tito's time   … ! …  

 

  


